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Dear Future Advisor
McAdam is built on the strength of our client relationships. We know that our advisors are critical in building
lasting relationships with clients. That’s why we focus on providing the support they need to build and run
successful practices.
You will see and hear us talk about the McAdam difference. For me, it comes down to our commitment and
focus on what matters most to our advisors and clients. We are committed to our advisors and clients, and
believe the key to success is collaboration with you. Whether you are just starting out in the career or looking
for a change, you will find a company that deeply understands the unique challenges faced by advisors
looking to grow their practice. At McAdam, you will find supportive leaders, both locally and regionally, who
listen and lend a hand to help you achieve the goals you set for yourself.
Today, McAdam stands tall as one of the strongest firms in financial services. We are proud to have been
featured & recognized by the media as both a top ten firm, and one of the fastest growing firms in the U.S¹. We
are still only getting started.
We manage the company with the same prudence we employ when managing our clients’ financial needs.
Because of this prudence and our long term perspective we are able to invest in our future.
I believe we have one of the best networks of advisors in the country. As a company, we are focused on
growth and achieving the next level of success. We want our advisors to experience that growth as well.
Lastly, our strong values and reputation for doing business the right way define McAdam and differentiate our
advisors in their communities.
I would like to personally thank you for taking a closer look at McAdam and what we could do for your career
and for your clients.
Michael McAdam

Founder, President and CEO of McAdam

Note:
1) McAdam was recognized as a Top 10 Financial Advisory Firm in Philadelphia and Boston by
AdvisoryHQ in both 2018 and 2019. In 2017, McAdam was recognized as one of the 50 Fastest
Growing RIAs in the US by FA Magazine as well as being included on Inc. 5000’s list of Fastest
Growing Private Companies in America.”
2) Please visit the firm website for important disclosure information https://mcadamfa.com/disclosure/
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The McAdam Financially
Advanced™ Difference
Here, you’re backed by a strong, ethical company
that puts clients and advisors first. We give you the
freedom and support to run and grow your practice
efficiently while developing deeper relationships with
clients. Our difference can be felt through our Culture &
Commitment, Dedication & Support and Opportunity &
Rewards, all of which is detailed in this brochure for you.
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Culture & Commitment
Our advisors and clients are the heart of our company. We’re a family, and together, we deliver peace of mind
made tangible™. With decades of industry experience, McAdam has built a reputation based on financial
strength, integrity and values. We consistently and strategically reinvest capital to continually enhance our
advisor’s capabilities to win in the marketplace. It’s the McAdam Financially Advanced™ difference. Every day,
our advisors impact the lives of thousands of people putting their dreams more within reach – turning clients
into advocates.
A track record of doing what’s right
Our success as a firm hinges on how well we help advisors foster long-lasting client relationships.
We’re proud of what we’ve accomplished and as we look to the future, we will continue to make
strategic decisions that reflect our values – to do what’s right and what matters most to people.
At McAdam we are:
•

Committed: Our unique Hybrid platform provides true alignment with clients’ best interests
and increases opportunities for advisors and clients to win. We have assembled some of the
industry’s top people, partners, vendors and opportunities to ensure our advisors can offer a
value proposition to clients that is second to none. By combining unique infrastructure and
support both internally, within the firm, and externally with strategic partnerships, we believe
we have established the most competitive opportunities for both advisors and clients. We are
committed to providing a winning platform for our advisors and clients for the long term.

•

Growth oriented: We are focused on developing the best advisors in the industry - helping
advisors grow is at the core of our business model. For example, over 25% of all advisors with
three years of experience have earned their Certified Financial Planner (CFP) certifications.

•

Accessible Executives: Benefit from experience that only years of success can offer. Our
leadership team is personally responsible for delivering on the vision of building a great
company with great people and great results. They are intimately involed in hand selecting
the right people and helping them obtain great results.

•

A leader in financial planning: We back our commitment to client satisfaction and comprehensive
financial planning with a McAdam Money Back Guarantee on financial plans. We are committed to
proper planning and put it first in our relationships with clients. This commitment stems from a deeply
held set of beliefs that taking the time upfront to do proper planning is the right way to do it.

“At its core, McAdam is about taking people to the highest possible level in their
careers and in their lives. Our leaders truly work in tandem with our advisors to
help them build productive, client focused practices.”

Anthony Chirchirillo, CFP®, CRPC®
Group Vice President
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Dedication & Support
Our dedication to serving advisors begins upon arrival as they move through our formal three-year Mentorship
Program. We have strategically assembled the industry’s best partners to ensure our clients have access to
the best products and services available – anywhere. We believe we have assembled the best program and
support to help you not only launch your career as a financial advisor but thrive long term.
We hope you enjoy a deeper look into some of the firm’s key benefits:
Sales & Marketing
Advice & Solutions
Leadership & Development
Industry Leading Technology
Practice Management
Experienced McAdam staff will make the start of your career successful.
Beginning a new career is a significant undertaking. To facilitate your transition, our experienced recruiters,
leaders and infrastructure team will work with you every step of the way.
•

Our interview process is designed to fully inform you with details regarding both the career and McAdam
so you can decide if you want to join us. During this process we will also be identifying if you would be a
good fit for us.

•

Our Leadership team and recruiters can answer questions by phone or email.

•

Schedule an interview with one of our recruiters to learn more about being a financial advisor

•

After joining our firm, our onboarding and fast-start program will guide you through the early stages of
your career, setting you up for long term success. These stages include:
•

Passing the required exams

•

Scheduling & conducting prospective client meetings with experienced sales leaders

•

Beginning to learn the financial planning concepts and technology you will be utilizing as a
Financial Advisor

•

Helping you obtain a fast start in your career

•

We accomplish all of this through a combination of classes, workshops, and 1:1 mentoring with
experienced advisors.
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Opportunity & Rewards
As a valued member of the McAdam family, you’ll have access to the professional development, leadership,
coaching and support you need to bring your practice to the next level. Our field leaders work with you to
help you reach new milestones. We have a long-standing tradition of recognizing and celebrating your hard
earned achievements with you. Together, we help you realize your goals as you work with clients to pursue
their dreams. We’re proud of the difference advisors make.
Of the many reasons to join McAdam, one that stands out is the different paths of opportunity.
Choose the career path – McAdam Advisor Path or McAdam Leadership Path – that’s the best fit for you and
your practice. Whichever career path you choose, you can access best-in-class practice management and
professional development options to help you achieve more. Tap into the expertise of our field leaders to
help you take advantage of proven ways to grow your practice and increase profitability. Benefit from our
innovative solutions including the McAdam Advanced Advisory Model™ approach, McAdam Target Marketing
and social media marketing.

•

No. 9 branded fee-only RIA advisor force in the
United States in 20161

•

Leadership Opportunity – More than 10% of
McAdam advisors enter into leadership at some
point in their career to further their professional
development, and contribute to the formative
growth of their colleagues

•

Top 50 Fastest-Growing Firm – McAdam
ranked #30 across the RIA industry in a 2017
survey ranked by AUM growth4

•

One of the Fastest Growing Private
Companies in America – McAdam was named
one of the Inc. 5000 firms in 2017, ranked by
revenue growth5

•

90%+ retention rate for advisors with us more
than three years and 96%+ retention rate for
advisors with us more than five years2

•

Award Winning Culture – SmartCEO Magazine
recognized McAdam as a Corporate Culture
Award Winner – 20176

•

#6 Best job in America – Financial Advisor
has been named in a top-10 list for best jobs in
America3

•

Employer of the Year – McAdam was
recognized as an Employer of the Year 2018 –
Financial Services, by the Stevie® Awards7

1) According to Investment News RIA Datacenter – McAdam has the 9th largest US advisor force headcount (12/31/2016)
2) McAdam annual retention rate for advisors with the firm, more than 3 years and 5 years, is based on internal firm data. The measurement period for the retention rate calculation
was 7/1/18-6/30/19
3) According to a CNNMoney/Payscale.com list of great careers (2012)
4) FA Magazine Survey & Ranking 2017, minimum Asset Under Management (AUM) of $250mm)
5) Inc. publishes the list of the 5000 fastest growing private companies in the US
6) SmartCEO Magazine (now CEO Report) selected McAdam as a Corporate Culture Award Winner for 2017
7) The Stevie® Awards for Great Employers named McAdam as an Employer of the Year – Financial Services category during 2018
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Choosing a Career Path
Whether you’re coming with an individual producer’s mindset or open to
exploring a formal leadership role after you have had success as an advisor,
you can choose from two distinct career choices – McAdam Advisor Path
or McAdam Leadership Path. No matter which path you choose, you’ll find
opportunities, rewards and many ways to grow your career at McAdam.

McAdam Advisor Path

A day in the life of a financial advisor

As an advisor with McAdam, you focus on building
your practice while we provide the business
infrastructure, leadership and coaching you need to
succeed. The financial advisor career consistently
ranks as one of the top jobs in America for three
main reasons: impacting lives, income potential and
independence.

•
•

McAdam offers licensing and registration choices to
advisors joining the firm that will determine which
products and services they can provide in their
practice. Advisors can join the firm as Life-only
producers, Registered Reps through our friendly
Broker-Dealer, Purshe Kaplan Sterling (PKS), or as
Investment Advisor Representatives, registered with
the McAdam RIA.

•
•
•
•
•

Create a targeted marketing plan
Schedule consultative meetings with
prospective clients
Conduct meeting with prospective client
Acquire client
Analyze client’s current financial situation
Present strategies and solutions
Provide ongoing client service
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McAdam Leadership Path
As a member of the Field Leadership team, you get
the best of both worlds – independence over your
practice as well as the added experience of working
on cases for advisors in your office. You can run your
own practice while earning additional compensation
based upon on the production of your advisors in
your district or field office. Field leaders can grow
their practice and develop their knowledge, while
seeking advancement within the organization.
The company prides itself on its advisor centric
culture. Our Coaches, Managers, Vice Presidents and
Group Vice Presidents are responsible for helping
advisors to “reach their highest possible level in their
career and life.” Working as field leaders provides
more exposure to senior leaders and a deeper
understanding of how the industry is put together.
The McAdam fast-track-to-leadership is a unique
opportunity in the industry.
McAdam’s seven vital leadership attributes
•

Integrity

•

Empathy

•

Emotional Intelligence

•

Vision

•

Judgement

•

Courage

•

Passion

The leadership team delivers the formal three-year
training and development described earlier. Having
received years of solid leadership throughout their
time in the formal McAdam Leadership Program,
many advisors find they have developed strong
leadership skills and look at joining leadership as a
natural extension for them. Leading and developing
others hones one’s own leadership abilities.
The firm has about 20 leaders on the team, under a
10:1 advisor to leader ratio. McAdam is always looking
for good leaders. Advisors can choose to enter
leadership or leave, returning to work exclusively on
their practice at any time.
McAdam firm values:
•

Committed

•

Competitive

•

Personally Responsible

•

Growth Oriented

Do you possess them?
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Dedication & Support
Delving deeper into the resources and support we offer,
our goal is simple – empower you to stay ahead of the
competition and deliver an outstanding client experience.
The McAdam system of advisor support:
• Sales & Marketing
• Advice & Solutions
• Leadership & Development
• Industry Leading Technology
• Practice Management
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The McAdam System
of Advisor Support
At McAdam, we know financial advisors, so we built our system with your needs in mind.
Our system puts the advisor in the center of the financial landscape and is designed to
empower you.
The McAdam system includes:
Sales & Marketing
The McAdam Targeted Marketing program headlines a set of programs designed to deliver results
and help you establish a commanding presence in your local market.
Advice & Solutions
Our open platform of product solutions from hundreds of providers, including more than 27,000
mutual funds and 1,400 SMA managers, provides you with choices to best meet your clients’ needs from holistic financial planning to individual investments.
Leadership & Development
Our proven formal three-year training program builds a solid foundation for career advisors working
with the firm.
Industry Leading Technology
Industry-leading, integrated technologies such as Wealthscape℠ brokerage trading platform, Orion,
etc. enable you to work efficiently to run your practice and to meet client needs.
Practice Management
We help advisors continue to acquire new clients and build their practice while providing great
client service.
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Sales & Marketing
Combining a menu of McAdam marketing programs, the McAdam Sales Process and
the Advanced Advisory Model™, you’ll be positioned to stand out from the competition,
strengthen relationships and attract new clients. We offer a turnkey approach that will help
you leverage client referrals, targeted marketing and other programs to grow your client
base no matter what the market cycle.
Brand
•

McAdam in the Media: The firm is mentioned regularly in current media outlets including, but not
limited to: WSJ.com, USA Today, CNBC.com, Yahoo! Finance, FA Magazine, Bloomberg Radio,
Inc., Forbes, Kiplinger.com, InvestmentNews.com, MarketWatch.com, Financial Advisor IQ and
PlanAdviser.

•

Our exposure in the media is relevant content that speaks directly to our clients and our advisors.

•

We drive thought leadership through published articles and by conducting national surveys.

Social Media Support
•

We provide weekly curated news articles to choose to share on social media platforms.

Note: Please visit the firm website for important disclosure information https://mcadamfa.com/disclosure/
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Sales
Managing the sales process effectively drives client satisfaction and production.

What makes McAdam client experience unique?
•

Trusted relationships

Benefit from our experience for how to get
new clients

•

Planning process

•

•

Certainty with upside

Relationship based marketing - We have helped
hundreds of advisors build their network and
obtain clients

•

Client referrals - Learn our favorable introduction
process that is results proven to help advisors
gain more clients from referrals

•

Target Marketing - Learn how advisors are
benefiting from the digital age to build their client
base faster than ever. Our Advanced planning
model allows our advisors to know more about
prospects and add value quicker than ever before.

•

Events Marketing - See how advisors successfully
leverage workplace events to gain clients

Ongoing Marketing
•

Quarterly newsletters

•

Original McAdam content

•

Email marketing campaigns

•

Engage in personal marketing plan
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McAdam Advisor Client Acquisition Model
The graphic below highlights how multiple firm marketing programs come together and how they are designed
to be both compatible with and also complimentary to one another. Advisors learn to track the sources of their
success by client to figure out which parts of their marketing campaign are progressing and which parts still
need development.

What Makes McAdam's Advisor Experience Unique?
1.

Training and mentorship
• Joint calls with experienced successful advisors
• Learn directly from advisors themselves

2. Open architecture with a strategic purpose
to increase what you can deliver to clients,
making you unique in the marketplace.
Stand out among other financial advisors that
clients might meet with due to our strategic
investment and focus on open architecture and
“certainty & upside”

3. Vibrant culture
• Enjoy working in a high-performance
environment that is fun
• Learn and grow with peers
• Benefit from launching your career with a fast
growing company
4. Fast-track leadership opportunity
• Our company is focused on the advisors – YOU.
• Leadership opportunities abound, allowing you
to get involved and progress quickly
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Advice & Solutions
With McAdam, you get a committed advocate to help you serve your clients and grow your
business. This is a complicated and fast changing industry, so it is important that you are
working with the right people who are in touch with new products and strategies. Advisors
armed with our full complement of products and solutions will have flexibility and choice in
making planning and investment decisions. In combination, the wide breadth of advice with
products and solutions, will deepen and strengthen your client relationships - creating client
advocates for you.
Planning differentiates our advisors
McAdam is one of America’s leading innovators in planning and our proprietary financial planning
process is designed to help you provide valuable advice – whether creating a new financial plan,
or monitoring and updating an existing one. Our Advanced Advisory Model™ is part of our planning
process along with the six key areas of planning. Our approach to planning and advice enables you
to establish yourself in the role of trusted advisor.
McAdam advisors embrace our planning culture and develop long-term relationships with clients
centered around a comprehensive financial plan.
•

Life events play an important role in a financial plan; our advisors can provide clients advice for
whatever life throws their way

•

Retirement goals are important element of a holistic plan. We guard against any overly
optimistic assumptions that might undermine the long-term value of that planning

•

Advanced case design will be beneficial to the clients that may be in special situations or that
may have complex dynamics to consider

•

Successful financial planning is dependent on follow through – from the advisor and the client

“Clients and prospects respond to our unique targeted marketing campaigns,
focused on optimizing the use of all their resources, toward their retirement
goals and concerns.”

Shane Sweigart, CFP®
Field Vice President
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The Advanced Advisory Model™
McAdam’s Advanced Advisory Model™ is an intelligent advisory model that integrates all three areas of
financial planning: the financial, the personal — and the professional. Each profession has its own unique
patterns of career and financial inflection points. With our advanced knowledge and deep experience with
professions and their challenges and opportunities, we help you make the most informed decisions at each
step and provide you with a whole new level of clarity and control.

Being Financially Advanced™ Requires a Whole New Level of Thinking and Doing
At McAdam, we’ve completely reinvented the concept of financial advice to take you and your future to a
whole new level. Unlike most advisors, we go beyond the traditional focus on your personal and financial life.
We also consider an additional, more important driver of your financial picture — your profession.
Years of research and experience have taught us that your profession — what you do, where you do it and
how you do it — has the greatest influence on your finances and future. That’s why we’ve designed it as the
core foundation of our proven Advanced Advisory Model™.
With one of the largest financial networks in the country that includes hundreds of advisors across four
offices, our integrated platform of services, tools and experience helps put your financial picture into better
focus. It isn’t just a small step forward in financial advice — it’s Financially Advanced™.

What Financially Advanced™ Means to You
•

Improved clarity and control of your Financial future

•

Profession-driven, tailored advisory approach

•

Integrated services tailored for each life stage

•

Advanced financial research and information

•

Advanced technology and consolidated asset reporting platform

•

Online client portal for 24/7 information and insights

•

Advanced planning tools and resources

•

Expanded network access to individualized services
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“Our Advanced Advisory Model™ was developed to address all three
components of an advanced retirement plan – the personal, the financial and
now the professional as well – this is a significant differentiator in how we can
provide advice and guidance for our clients today.”

Philip Simonides, CFP®
Senior Vice President
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Our Open-Architecture Model Leverages Established Institutional Relationships
McAdam has created a carefully crafted network through which advisors can access products
and solutions to meet all of their client needs. The table below highlights that McAdam is an
open-architecture full service organization and also identifies in what areas our institutional
relationships have expanded our product or services offering opening doors for advisors. A
McAdam advisor is strengthened by our network. Commissionable transactions run through
the Broker-Dealer, Insurance commissions flow through McAdam Financial Group, LLC and
fee-based transactions flow throught the McAdam, LLC (RIA). The firm has a transparent
process in place for advisors seeking to get a new product added to the Approved Product
List.
Products & Services

McAdam
McAdam
Financially
RIA
Advanced™

McAdam
BGA

Custodian
Advisor
Services

Purshe
Kaplan
Sterling

Financial Planning

X

X

Advanced Financial Planning

X

X

Managed Accounts - Advisory

X

X

Brokerage Accounts

X

Mutual Funds/ ETFs

X

X

REITs

X

Fixed Income products

X

Fixed Annuities

X

Variable Annuities

X

Life Insurance

X

X

Long-term care

X

X

Disability Insurance

X

X

Alternative Investments

X

529 College Savings accounts

X

X

401K Plans

X

X

Banking Services

X

National
Financial
Services

Momentum
Advanced
Planning

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Note: Advisors must be properly licensed in order to sell each product and service type listed in the table above.
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Our advisors have access to a wide range of services, products, and strategies; including:
Financial Planning
•
•
•
•
•
•

401(k) Strategies
Retirement Planning
Tax and Insurance Strategies
Employer Benefits Optimization
Education Planning
Estate Planning

Wealth Management
•
•
•
•
•

Investment Advisory Services
Tax-Sensitive Investment Management
Investment Income Strategies
Alternative Investment Strategies
Specialized Separately Managed Account Access

Advanced Tax and Insurance Strategies
•
•
•

Actuarial Plan Design
Advanced Insurance Architecture
Advanced Estate Strategies

Business Owner Services
•
•
•
•
•

Business Continuity Planning
Owner and Executive Compensation Plans
Qualified Retirement Plans
Key Employee Retention Plans
Business Succession Planning
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About Our Partners
We have carefully selected the industry’s top partners, custodians, carriers and vendors to
ensure that our advisors are fully empowered build a truly successful career and consistently
win for their clients.
Purshe Kaplan Sterling (“PKS”)
•

PKS is a full-service broker/dealer and financial services firm.

•

PKS is SEC registered broker/dealer and a member of the Financial Industry Regulatory
Authority (FINRA) and the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board (MSRB).

•

PKS maintains direct relationships with every major Investment Company, and all major, noncaptive insurance companies which allow PKS to offer mutual funds, college savings plans,
variable products, alternative investments and access to many of the top professional money
managers in the country.

•

PKS clears through National Financial Services, LLC (“NFS”). NFS supplies PKS and our clients
with trade execution and an extensive array of products and services. These products and
services include equity and fixed income products, mutual funds, alternative investments, and
retirement planning.

Not FDIC insured. Not bank guaranteed. May lose value, including loss of principal. Not insured by any state or federal agency.

National Financial Services (NFS)
•

National Financial Services (NFS) is a Fidelity Investments® company.

•

Fidelity is one of the largest financial company’s in the world and has more than $1.5 trillion in
Assets Under Administration, more than 3,000 clearing and custody clients and over 6 million
clearing and custody accounts.

•

Fidelity Clearing and Custody Solutions provides a comprehensive clearing and custody
platform, brokerage services, trading capabilities and practice management and consulting.

Momentum Advanced Planning
•

Momentum is a financial consulting firm that specializes in advanced planning solution for
successful families, businesses, and their advisors.

•

Primary lines of business: Advanced Tax Planning, Actuarial Design 				
and Insurance Architecture.
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Charles Schwab & Co., Inc (“Schwab”)
McAdam, LLC has selected Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. as primary custodian for our clients’ accounts.
Charles Schwab & Co, Inc. (“Schwab”) has more than 20 years of experience serving independent advisors.
Schwab was a pioneer in the business of exclusively serving independent, fee-based investment advisors
and their clients.
By using Schwab as primary custodian, McAdam, LLC has access to a wide range of products and services
that help us serve our clients, including:
•

Full range of investment products and trading services

•

Technology and service support

•

Wide array of investment account types including retirement accounts, charitable giving, and education
accounts

•

Full range of investment options such as stocks, mutual funds, bonds, exchange traded funds, CDs and
other investments.

•

Separately managed account services for those who want to leverage the expertise of institutionalcaliber money managers who specialize in particular investment styles.

•

Technology and service support so investors can access all their accounts online and view positions,
balances and account histories in one place.

The Charles Schwab Corporation is one of the nation’s leading providers of financial services. Through
their operating subsidiaries, they provide securities brokerage, money management and financial advisory
services to individual investors, independent investment advisors, and corporate and retirement plan
sponsors and participants.
The Charles Schwab Corporation is financially stable, and they are committed to their continued financial
health. Their capital structure and liquidity are sound, and their internal controls and business standards
are designed to keep client assets safe. They maintain a disciplined focus on risk management and strive
to operate the firm conservatively to minimize investment risks. They know that their success ultimately
depends on how they serve all of their clients and their confidence in Schwab.
Financial results and more information about The Charles Schwab Corporation’s business and financial
condition can be viewed at any time at www.aboutschwab.com.

These materials have been independently produced by McAdam, LLC. McAdam, LLC is independent of, and has no affiliation with, Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. or any of its affiliates
(“Schwab”). Schwab is a registered broker-dealer and member SIPC. Schwab has not created, supplied, licensed, endorsed, or otherwise sanctioned these materials nor has Schwab
independently verified any of the information in them. McAdam, LLC provides you with investment advice, while Schwab maintains custody of your assets in a brokerage account and
will effect transactions for your account on our instruction.
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Investment Product and Solution analysis begins with research
At McAdam, we believe all sound investment decisions start with disciplined investment research. You’ll have
access to a wealth of resources that will help you provide timely, relevant solutions and advice to your clients.
Investment Research Support
Through McAdam’s extensive relationships, you’ll have access to objective research from reputable research
groups including a center for financial research through our custodian, Morningstar® Research Group, Ned
Davis Research, CreditSuisse, Market Edge®, Argus® and more.
Our advisors also have access to internal resources for equity and fixed income research, portfolio analysis
and market perspectives. Our world class access to investment research and personalized support can help
you deepen client relationships in building your practice. The firm’s Director of Investments is accessible to
advisors seeking advanced market or portfolio construction insight.
Examples of research and support include:
•

Market Perspective

•

Ned Davis Research Macro Insight

•

Morningstar® Economic Insight

•

McAdam Special Market Commentary

•

J.P. Morgan Asset Management Market Insights

•

Sector Reports for all 11 S&P Sectors (Morningstar® and NDR)

•

S&P Capital IQ Stock Reports

•

Manager due diligence and selection

•

Portfolio analysis & consultation for HNW clients

Investment options are categorized into three major components:
»»

Managed accounts

»»

Capital markets

»»

Third-party products

We offer products from hundreds of providers,
including more than 27,000 mutual funds and
1,400 separately managed account managers.
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Managed accounts
With McAdam managed accounts you can create a personalized, asset-based advisory relationship where you
offer clients a broad range of sophisticated investment solutions for implementing an optimal asset-allocation
strategy.
Product

Offering

McAdam Advisor
Discretionary investment advisory account
– representative as portfolio manager

•
•
•
•

Access to more than 27,000 mutual funds from 800 fund companies
More than 1,800 exchanged trade funds (ETFs) from 100 firms
Publicly traded stocks, options and bonds
Unit investment trusts (UITs), exchange-traded funds (ETFs), closedend mutual funds, structured products and closedend fund syndicate
offerings (CEF offerings must be in a nonqualified account)

Strategic Diversification Service (SDS)
Discretionary investment advisory account
– McAdam investment team as an overlay
manager.

•

Access to more than 30 professionally managed customizable mutual
fund/ETF portfolios.
Automatic portfolio asset allocation rebalancing within drift tolerance
parameters
Direct access to the Portfolio Manager

•
•

Third Party Managed Portfolios
Discretionary investment advisory account
managed by third-party asset management
programs.

•
•

Access to professionally managed mutual fund and/ or ETF portfolios.
Access to PM will vary by manager, likely limited webinars or
conference calls

Select Separate Account programs
Discretionary investment advisory account
– separately managed accounts (SMAs) .

•

Access to more than 90 strategies from more than 50 investment
managers across a broad spectrum of asset classes.
Supported by a high-quality research and due diligence conducted by
our custodian.

•

Capital Markets
Through our capital market offerings and resources to provide advisors access to robust solutions to meet
their diverse needs. This includes access to unique securities-based lending programs, such as pledge loans
and margin loans, as well as direct access to a specialized fixed income trading desk that can assist you in
executing fixed-income strategies for your high-networth clients.
Here’s a snapshot of the capital market solutions you’ll have access to:
•

Derivatives (options, leaps, and warrants)

•

Unit Investment Trusts (UITs)

•

Equities (major U.S. exchanges, ADRs)

•

•

Fixed-Income

Margin: traditional (securities and non-securities
purposes), concentrated stock strategies

•

Structured products

•

Pledge loans
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Third-party products
McAdam has rounded out its platform of solutions with a wide variety of products from select third-party providers.
We carefully screen each offering and provider to ensure each meets stringent due-diligence standards. The
McAdam selling platform currently includes the products and offerings below:

•
•
•

Product

Offering

Insurance

Access to life, long-term care, life/long-term care hybrid, disability,
individual and group health, and Medicare supplement.

Annuities

Access to over 50 variable annuities, and numerous fixed products from
multiple carriers.

Alternative
Investments

Access to a variety of registered and private placement offerings from
a number of product sponsors. Offerings include non-traded real estate
investment trusts (REITs), non-traded business development companies
(BDCs), hedge fund offerings, managed futures funds, 1031 exchange
offerings and private placement funds.

Structured Products

Access to structured certificates of deposit (CDs), structured principal
protected notes and a variety of structured principal-at-risk notes from our
product sponsors.

Mutual Funds Direct

Access to nearly 300 open-for-sale mutual fund families representing
more than 3,000 individual mutual funds. Additional funds may be eligible
for hold and service.

529 plans

Access to more than 30 college saving plans (529 plans).

Retirement plans

Access to solutions such as 401(k) plans, 403(b) plans and TSCA/SEP-IRA/
SIMPLE IRA plans.

UTMA/UGMA

Access to accounts for qualified savings in the name of a minor.

Securities offered through Purshe Kaplan Sterling Investments, Member FINRA/SIPC
Investment advisory services offered through McAdam LLC - RIA
Purshe Kaplan Sterling Investments and McAdam LLC are not affiliated companies.

“Our open architecture platform empowers our advisors to serve their clients
with a breadth of investment solutions and strategies. It helps to expand
advisor independence which is critical to our success.”

Linus Park, CFA®, CFP®, MSF
Investment Director
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Sales Consulting
To help you make the most of our Advice & Solutions, you’ll have access to case consultations,
sales strategies, sales illustrations and technical expertise for the following areas:
Product

Offering

Custodian services

•
•
•
•

Financial advice

Financial planning software
• Training
• Data input
• Schedule interpretation
• Strategy illustration

Retirement plans

•
•
•
•
•

IRA Rollovers
Roth IRA
Traditional IRA
Inherited IRA
SIMPLE IRA

Managed accounts

•
•

•
•

McAdam Advisor Discretionary Account
Strategic Diversification Services (SDS) – McAdam Investment team
overlay
Third Party Managed Portfolios (TAMP) – Managed by 3rd party asset
managers
Select Separate Account program – Managed through our custodian
Investor Unified Account program – single account access to overlay

Variable annuities

•
•
•
•

Variable Annuities
Hold and Service program
Illustrations
Morningstar Annuity Intelligence

Long-term care

•
•

Long-term-care options
Insurance availability

•

Lending Solutions
Trust services
Family office services
Charitable services

•
•
•
•
•
•

SEP IRA
403(b)
401(k)/profit sharing
457 plans
Defined benefit plans
Distribution strategies (SEPP, RMDs, etc.)

For more information about our products and services visit our website or come into one of our offices.
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Leadership & Development
From your first day as a McAdam financial advisor, our leadership will play an important role
in your success. You’ll work with leaders and our network of advisors, mentors and coaches
who can share best practices to help you grow your business. You have the opportunity
to leverage the experience and knowledge of others from day one. Our firm’s leadership
culture will ensure that you have the support and answers you need to help you succeed.
You will have the opportunity to learn and develop the six advisor key activities emphasized
in our three-year training program.
Six key activities:
1.

Generating leads

2. Setting appointments
3.

Interviewing prospective clients

4.

Casework and analysis

5. Implementing recommendations
6. Serving Clients

Our three-year training program offers
Access to successful financial advisors and
leaders in the industry

Access to classroom training
•

Each office is designed with a classroom
dedicated to training and continuing education
of our advisors

•

Observe advisor and client interactions during
meetings

•

Collaborate with successful advisors in analyzing
client situations and preparing possible
recommendations

•

Learn proven marketing and sales techniques
that get results

•

Hear from leadership of the firm directly

•

Hear first-hand how they built their career

•

Learn the technology that we use in helping clients

•

Meet regularly with successful advisors to
discuss your progress towards your goals and
potential

•

Learn our proven process to gain clients

•

Personal relationship with senior leaders at the
firm who are focused on helping you succeed

•

Learn how to communicate with clients successfully

You will also have access to support from
the firm infrastructure team at your disposal
to help you grow your business.
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Customized training options

Planning strategies training

We have a reputation of being a leading training
organization, and we continually improve our training
offerings to help advisors sharpen their skills, better
serve their clients and create a more consistent client
experience. You’ll find numerous training opportunities
at McAdam for all levels of advisors, each designed to
help you leverage best practices and advances in the
industry.

The start of the financial planning process begins with
identifying and prioritizing clients' most important goals
and objectives. Any sound financial plan looks at all six
areas of comprehensive planning and how they fit with
a clients' financial situation.

Opportunities for local, on-demand, and industrywide training include:
•

In-person professional development seminars
and workshops

•

Wholesaler business consultants providing
hands-on product training

•

Renowned speakers from outside the
organization as part of our Metallic Conference

•

Specialty training designed for our veteran
advisor force

•

Job aids, videos and quick-start guides on the
McAdam Bloomfire knowledge sharing portal

•

Training webinars on a variety of topics including
financial planning, wealthmanagement
products and solutions, technology and practice
management

•

In-person development conferences occur year
round in different locations, on a wide variety of
topics related to your role

•

Advisors may join as members any of number
of industry trade organizations which offer
development tools, workshops and resources

•

Professional designations such as becoming a
Certified Financial Planner®(CFP) are encouraged
development paths for advisors

Six key areas:
1.

Current Snapshot – Create a clear picture of
goals and ambitions. Define a plan to achieve
the most important goals. Capture client current
income, expenses and net worth. Optimize client
workplace benefits (401(k), 403(b), 457, Group
Term, Disability, LTC, etc.).

2. Manage Risk – Protect against unexpected
events that may impact life goals. Secure
dependents against unforeseen circumstances.
Prepare overall portfolio for financial risks.
Protect what’s important in client’s overall
portfolio. Right-size insurance coverage.
3. Accumulate Wealth – Saving for retirement,
buying a home, education for children, starting
a business, or a cash reserve. Leverage current
investments and client asset allocation to support
short and long term goals. Assess client overall
strategy for the following; Risk tolerance, Market
fluctuations, Diversification, Asset earmarking.
4. Control for Taxes – Evaluate advanced tax
reduction strategies. Mitigate the tax implications
of client current investment strategy. Establish
a tax-free bucket for education expenses,
retirement income, or discretionary spending.
Implement dynamic strategies to protect against
changes in tax policy.
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5. Plan for Retirement – How does your client
envision retirement? More leisure time, volunteer
work, start a business, travel, or other goals.
How confident is client that they will be able to
recreate their paycheck? How are client current
liabilities impacting ability to retire when desired?
How well do clients understand the impact of
inflation and taxes on their retirement savings?

You can also learn how to leverage easy-to-implement
retirement strategies to help put retirement more within
reach for every client.

6. Leave a Legacy - Distribute your estate in the
most effective manner. Define beneficiaries,
designate trusts, and assign powers of attorney
and health care proxies. Give purpose to your
financial legacy and install financial security for
your family. Maximize charitable contributions.
Achieve these goals without undermining your
desired lifestyle.

Topic areas include:
•

Cash-flow evaluation

•

Retirement income

•

Multigenerational relationships

•

Family financial security

•

Philanthropic interests

•

Investment strategies

•

Education solutions

•

Small-business strategies

•

Estate-planning strategies

•

McAdam Advanced Advisory Model™
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Where Does the Training Occur?
Training occurs in each aspect of the job. Field work tends to leave some of the longest lasting impressions on
new advisors, but it is critically important that advisors receive proper Leadership & Development throughout
their formative years in the profession.

Training is available to support multiple
practice types and stages of development

“I chose McAdam because I wanted to work at a place that offers comprehensive
industry training and mentorship, and where the ongoing developmental needs
and concerns of advisors are addressed by the leadership of the company.”

Rebecca Meares, CFP, AWMA
Advanced Advisor Group
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Industry Leading Technology
At McAdam, we leverage some of the most advanced technology in the industry.
You will have the components you need to deliver a first-rate client experience
Client engagement
• Automated marketing campaigns through
Forefield
• Strong online advisor presence
Investment and portfolio management
• Wealthscape℠ brokerage trading platform
• Custodian advisory trading platform

•

MoneyGuidePro® is a state-of-the-art
financial planning tool
• Many advisors choose to take advantage of
alternate planning software tools
Knowledge and insights
• Research and alerts to keep on top of
trends and news
• Professional product research tools make
researching new products easy

Financial planning

© PIEtech, Inc. Reproduced with permission. All rights reserved.
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Client Engagement

Investment and Portfolio Management

Stay top-of-mind with your clients using tools
designed to deepen relationships.

Engage clients with a customized experience.

•

Accessibility – Access client information from
your tablet, mobile phone, or desktop. Then
easily tap into the systems you need to quickly
complete service requests and transactions.

•

Client Newsletters – Forefield provides
compliance approved client newsletters allowing
advisors to focus their time and energy on
the things that are important to growing their
business.

•

Marketing on Demand – Strengthen your client
relationships with various automated dripmarketing systems. Staying in touch with clients
and prospects can help them feel informed and
in control of their finances while helping you
acquire clients and increase website traffic.

•

Advisor Website – Engage clients, referrals and
prospects with your personalized, interactive
website. McAdam branded content is available
for advisors looking to leverage our resources in
launching a professional site.

•

Social Media Program – Use social media,
including Linked-ln and Twitter to differentiate
your practice, deepen relationships and
acquire clients. With the McAdam Social Media
Program, you’ll have access to a growing library
of customizable preapproved posts. With
direction, these networks are powerful tools for
prospecting and referrals.

Wealthscape℠ Brokerage Trading Platform –
Client account information, market data, trading,
planning tools, and research are available through
the electronic trading platform. Wealthscape℠ is fully
integrated through our friendly-broker dealer Purshe
Kaplan Sterling.
Custodian Advisory Trading Platform – This is the
core custody and trading platform for our advisory
business. Market research and investment proposals
can also be conducted here.
Orion Performance Reporting – Account
performance calculations, customizable client
reporting, trade order management, portfolio
modeling and a customizable client portal are all
made available through Orion.
Orion Aggregation Option – Use the power of
account aggregation to provide clients a one-stop
online view of all their financial accounts. Integrated
into the secure client site, Orion improves data
gathering and gives you valuable insight into client
assets held outside McAdam.
Advanced Systematic Rebalancing – advisors can
utilize our internal resources to establish volatility
based drift thresholds for automatically rebalancing
asset classes across client accounts - freeing advisors
to work on growing their business.
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Financial Planning

Knowledge and Insights

Combine state-of-the-art tools with a personal
planning approach.

Stay informed about the markets and your clients’
needs.

Advanced Advisory Model™

Product Research Tools – Morningstar Annuity
Intelligence allows advisors to easily compare
annuities side-by-side. Our custodian gives advisors
access to 1,800 Exchange Traded Fund’s and 27,000
Mutual Funds. Morningstar Advisor Workstation
provides research on fund universes.

After years of experience and research, McAdam
created the Advanced Advisory Model™ to specifically
address all three aspects of an advanced retirement
plan – personal, financial and professional decisions
– and make them equal drivers of retirement planning
strategy. The arc of a professional career path has
changed dramatically over the years and demands
that financial planning respond.
MoneyGuidePro® – Rely on this comprehensive,
industry-leading financial planning system to help
you meet each client’s unique needs and satisfy
compliance requirements. MoneyGuidePro®
accommodates a wide range of financial needs,
from simple to complex, and improves the client
experience through presentationready views.
Morningstar® Advisor Workstation – Import client
data and conduct in-depth portfolio analysis with
this widely-used platform. Choose from a variety of
reports to easily share results or proposals with your
clients and team.

Market Commentaries and Research – Forefield
provides weekly market commentaries available to
advisor for client engagement. McAdam’s Investment
Director also circulates weekly market research as
well as provides advisors with comments on the
market from that week.
Model Portfolios – McAdam has developed over 30
of its own proprietary client models for advisor use.
Knowledge Sharing Platform – Bloomfire is the
firm’s knowledge sharing platform. This resource
allows content to be stored, shared and tagged so
advisors can easily navigate the knowledge center.
Case studies, best practices, relevant news articles
and internal documents populate this portal.

Our best-in-class technology includes:
Wealthscape℠, Orion, etc.
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Practice Productivity and Performance
Save time and stay organized with tools and
resources that enhance practice efficiency.
Mobile Access – Use your smartphone or tablet to
view and manage client and account information,
performance reporting, email, calendar and
presentation tools.
Cloud Based Storage – Microsoft OneDrive allows
you to securely view, manage and share documents
with your staff, teams, peers and leaders from a
cloud-based location. Includes Word, Excel and
Powerpoint online.

Digital Compliance – Compliance 11 allows advisors
to stay compliant by easily submitting documents,
forms and other electronic files.
Paperless Contracting – SureLC allows our advisors
to contract paperlessly with most companies.
Client Aggregation – Orion has base and advanced
level features around aggregation and reporting
accessible to advisors.
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Practice Management
Practice Management is central to the long-term support we provide to advisors. It is part of the ongoing flow of the
business, depicted below, where Client Acquisition starts the advisor’s client service model and the information is
included in our practice management efforts. It is an iterative process of comparing the types of clients your practice
is attracting with the types of clients you want to attract. Advisors who ignore practice management principles are
less likely to succeed in the industry for the long-term. Successful practice management efforts allow advisors to
break through natural ceilings of complexity that evolve as a business matures.

“The team I am surrounded with has been incredibly supportive in the
growth of my business and my development as a leader.”

Michael Scarpati
Advanced Advisor Group
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Choosing a Career Path
• McAdam Advisor Path
• McAdam Leadership Path
Compensation and Recognition
• Nature of Compensation
• McAdam Advisor Compensation
• Firm Recognition Programs
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Choosing a career path
Whether you’re coming with an individual producer’s mindset or open to
exploring a formal leadership role after you have had success as an advisor,
you can choose from two distinct career choices – McAdam Advisor Path
or McAdam Leadership Path. No matter which path you choose, you’ll find
opportunities, rewards and many ways to grow your career at McAdam.
McAdam Advisor Path
As an advisor with McAdam, you focus on building your
practice while we provide the business infrastructure,
leadership and coaching you need to succeed. The
financial advisor career consistently ranks as one
of the top jobs in America for three main reasons;
Impacting lives, income potential, and independence.
In the McAdam Advisor Path table below, we outline
some of the skills, competencies, and activities
that loosely align with an advisor who has reached
the milestone production levels noted. The firm’s
recognition programs will be covered later, but the arc
of an advisors career progression can be understood
through looking at the table from the left column to
the right column.

McAdam offers licensing and registration choice to
advisors joining the firm that will determine which
products and services they can provide in their
practice. Advisors can join the firm as Life-only
producers, Registered Reps through our friendly
Broker-Dealer, Purshe Kaplan Sterling (PKS), or as
Investment Advisor Representatives, registered with
the McAdam RIA.
A day in the life of a financial advisor
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create a targeted marketing plan
Schedule consultative meetings with
prospective clients
Conduct meeting with prospective client
Acquire client
Analyze clients current financial situation
Present strategies and solutions
Provide ongoing client service

“Our ideal candidate has the mind of a
capitalist and the heart of a social worker ”

Michael McAdam
President, Founder and CEO
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McAdam Advisor Path
Top Achiever

Silver / Gold Team

Platinum Team

President’s
advisory council

75K+ to the Grid

150K/200K to Grid

375K to Grid

675K to Grid

Ability to conduct first
meeting

Fully implemented
marketing plan to acquire
30 new clients per year

Fully implemented
marketing plan to acquire
40 new clients per year

Fully implemented marketing
plan to acquire 50 new
planning clients per year

Mastery level of ability to
make all phone calls

15 clients per year through
referrals

30 clients per year through
referrals

50 new clients per year
through referrals

Ability to effectively ask
for and receive referrals

Fully implemented client
service model

Advanced understanding of
a specific niche market or
company

All processes in practice are
replicable in manuals,
checklists or procedures

Ability to create a money
guide pro plan from start to
finish

Collaborate with our
Investment Director on an
advanced case design

Advanced understanding of
business planning concepts
such as qualified plans,
non-qualified plans and
succession planning

Full time client
service staff person

Ability to conduct data
Client service model with
gathering meeting effectively segmented client base

Actively involved in
community association

100% of work from
advisor is client facing, no
administrative

Have a fully implemented
Lead management system

Full understanding of all
investment products and
services on our financial
planning platform

Active use of firm client
service coordinator and new
business department for
paperwork

Structured Business
plan to be compliant

Full understanding of
mutual funds, variable
annuities,equity indexed
annuities, and life insurance

Full understanding of
permanent life insurance
for advanced planning
implementation

Actively involved in industry
associations such as FPA,
MDRT, AALU

Fully executed client
service model

General understanding
of how to process new
business

Pass first two modules of
CFP Exam

Pass remaining modules
of CFP exam

Pass comprehensive
test of CFP exam
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McAdam Advisor Path
Features

Benefits

•

Day-to-day contact with local leadership
and colleagues
Peer-to-peer programs
Access to product and financial planning
specialists
Advanced and flexible support options for
top performers

Grow your business by
learning and implementing
best practices.

Competitive performance-based payout
rate of 35% to 75% of GDC
Performance Incentive Plan (PIP) during
advisors first two years to help steady cash
income pattern

See your earnings grow with
your success. No cap on
income potential

McAdam Targeted Marketing program will
help you acquire new clients meeting your
ideal client profile
Utilize multi-channel marketing
Get the most out of social media
Develop your personal marketing plan
Advisor website, Google My Business

Take advantage of technology
and data available in the
Information Age and build a
cutting edge practice through
our state of the art marketing
programs.

License/registration requirements •
•

FINRA Series 65/66 and Life-Health
Optional licenses and registrations include
FINRA Series 7 and Series 63

Receive support to help
you prepare for and obtain
industry licenses.

Growth opportunities

McAdam Advisor Path
McAdam Leadership Path
Advanced planning cases - Momentum
Advanced Business Planning Cases

Our practice management
services can enhance your
practice’s growth potential
and provide clients with a
higher level of service.

Leadership and sales support

•
•
•

Compensation

•
•

Marketing

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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McAdam Leadership Path
As a member of the field Leadership team, you
get the best of both worlds – independence over
your practice as well as the added experience of
working on cases with advisors in your office. You
can run your own practice while earning additional
compensation based upon on the production of
your advisors in your district or field office. Field
leaders can grow their practice and develop their
knowledge, while seeking advancement within the
organization.
The company prides itself on its advisor centric
culture. Our Coaches, Managers, Vice Presidents
and Group Vice Presidents are responsible for
helping advisors to “reach the highest possible level
in their careers and in their lives.” Working as a field
leader provides more exposure to senior leaders
and a deeper understanding of how the industry is
put together. The McAdam fast-track-to-leadership is
a unique opportunity in the industry.
McAdam’s seven vital leadership attributes

The leadership team delivers the formal three-year
training and development described in the earlier
Leadership and Development section. Having
received years of solid leadership throughout their
time in the formal McAdam Leadership Program,
many advisors find they have developed strong
leadership skills and look at joining the leadership
team as a natural extension for them. Leading and
developing others hones one’s own leadership
abilities.
The firm has about 20 leaders on the team, under
a 10:1 advisor to leader ratio. McAdam is always
looking for more good leaders. Advisors can choose
to enter leadership or leave returning to work
exclusively on their practice at any time.
In the McAdam Leadership Path table, below, we
outline some of the responsibilities and proficiencies
expected of leaders promoted to the positions listed
below. Leadership hierarchical promotions go from
left to right.

•

Integrity

•

Empathy

•

Emotional Intelligence

•

Committed

•

Vision

•

Competitive

•

Judgement

•

Personally Responsible

•

Courage

•

Growth Oriented

•

Passion

McAdam firm values:

Do you possess them?

“I was mainly attracted to the leadership and growth opportunities I found at
McAdam. Being part of the Fast Track to Leadership program has pushed me
much closer to my potential and has made me a more confident advisor, quickly,
by allowing me to see and close many more cases much earlier in my career.”

Victoria Nguyen, CRPC
Field Vice President
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McAdam Leadership Path
Metallic Advisor

Advisor Coach

District Manager

Field Vice President

Develop complex financial
plans in order to help clients
analyze their financial
situation to maximize wealth

Coach a team of advisors in
identifying target marketing
plan

Train new advisors on
Help drive the Vision and
advanced market case work Values of the McAdam
through joint field work,
brand
class room and 1-1 mentoring

Work with your manager
to develop and implement
marketing plan

Be a coaching resource for
new advisors around any tasks
that would require training
outside of classroom or online

Grow the organization by
Develop process to drive
being intimately involved in ICWP and Productivity
the business plan of the firm increase tied to the overall
business plan for the market

Implement complex financial
plans with client

Provide coverage support for Direct responsibility for the
Grow the organization by
new advisors on initial
hiring and training new
providing the structure to
prospecting meeting
advisors into the organization hire the most talented people
into the advisor work force

Provide ongoing advice
and service to clients

Help create financial plans
with new advisors

Continue to develop product
and planning knowledge at
an accelerated pace

Uphold and implement
regulatory compliance
process within the
organization

Begin to learn the process of
interviewing and hiring new
advisors

Uphold the compliance and
regulatory guidelines on the
onboarding and training of
new advisors

Manage infrastructure
to support the advisor in
operational issues

Actively develop new
leaders to expand capacity

Develop and implement the
overall marketing plan for the
local firm
Attend company trainings
and leadership retreats to
continue ongoing leadership
development
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Compensation & Recognition
Whether you follow the McAdam Advisor Path or the McAdam Leadership Path, we offer
competitive payouts and incentives, as well as recognition programs.
We believe in a compensation structure tied directly to results:
•

It’s fair

•

It’s designed around helping people achieve their goals

•

It has unlimited upside

•

It creates a balance of upfront income and recurring revenue

•

It builds equity in your practice

•

It favors those who are growth oriented
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McAdam Advisor Compensation
You’ll have opportunities to maximize your income
when you join McAdam - including a cash payout,
eligible for a fast start bonus, and the Performance
Incentive Plan (PIP). Payout rates depend on your
total production levels (GDC, Fixed) and are paid out
on the entire production totals. Advisor production
levels are measured on a rolling-twelve month basis
at calendar year-end and the end of June.
McAdam has a competitive incentive-based production
payout schedule for its advisors. The payouts to advisors
increases as individual advisor production levels increase.

There is no cap or limit on an advisors income potential.
The tiered payout grid rewards success.
While performance-based payout rates range from
35% to 80% of production, your initial payout range of
35% to 56% may be locked in for three years, based
on production hurdles achieved. You’ll also have
additional income opportunities:
•

Fast Start Bonus

•

Performance Incentive Program

•

Graduating the McAdam training program

McAdam Payout Grids
TIERS OF GRID - Leadership Trainees
MIN PROD.

LEVEL

GDC

FIXED

-

1

35.00%

35.00%

150,000

2

35.00%

38.50%

200,000

3

38.50%

38.50%

250,000

4

38.50%

42.00%

300,000

5

42.00%

42.00%

400,000

6

42.00%

45.50%

500,000

7

45.50%

45.50%

600,000

8

45.50%

50.40%

750,000

9

49.00%

54.45%

1,000,000

10

52.50%

56.00%

TIERS OF GRID - Training Program Graduates
MIN PROD.

LEVEL

GDC

FIXED

-

1

50.00%

50.00%

100,000

2

50.00%

55.00%

150,000

3

55.00%

60.00%

200,000

4

60.00%

65.00%

250,000

5

65.00%

70.00%

300,000

6

70.00%

72.00%

350,000

7

70.00%

75.00%

400,000

8

72.00%

75.00%

500,000

9

75.00%

80.00%

Note: products qualifying for Gross Dealer Concession (GDC) payouts and Fixed payouts are listed in the table on the next page.
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How Revenue is Generated
Revenue is generated from the deposit of invested assets, the payment of premiums, or the collection of
planning fees. The table below shows the payout to advisor (after leader splits) for a variety of product and
service types. Advisor production increases will qualify them for a higher payout, which will increase take
home as a result. Product and services offered are dictated by the client needs and suitability. Transparent
compensation arrangements are one more way working at McAdam is different; we have all the details figured
out so you have more time to focus on generating new business.
Sales charge,
Commission, Fee

1st year Payout

Mutual Funds

5.00%

35%

1.75%

GDC

REITs

7.00%

35%

2.45%

GDC

Fixed Annuity

7.00%

35%

2.45%

Fixed

Variable Annuity

7.00%

35%

2.45%

GDC

Life Insurance

100.00%

35%

35.00%

Fixed

Long Term Care

100.00%

35%

35.00%

Fixed

Disability Insurance

100.00%

35%

35.00%

Fixed

1.40%

35%

0.49%

Grid

100.00%

35%

35.00%

Grid

Product/Service

Managed/Fee Based
Planning Fees

Advisor Share

GRID Classification

Notes:
•

Actual sales charge/commission will vary by contract/product

•

McAdam pays street comp or better on approved Index Annuities (IA)

•

Assumes no breakpoint discount on Mutual Fund sales charges

•

Advisor Share of Managed/Fee Based accounts does not reflect additional Global Administrative Fee charges
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Additional Income opportunities
•

Graduating the three-year McAdam Leadership program
Upon recognition of completion of the formal three-year McAdam training program advisors experience
an increase in their payouts. The Managers and Vice Presidents who have been on advisor applications
during the training period are no longer on new business. This graduation event marks an important
symbolic step in the advisors professional career as well as a boost in compensation on new business.

•

Fast Start Bonus
Each sponsor will be eligible for $800 bonus assuming:

•

−−

Pass Life & Health and Series 65 exam in 1st 120 days of 65 window date opening

−−

Hit either $4,000 NACC or $20,000 GRID within 180 days from the earlier of Window Open Date
or Start Date.

Performance Incentive Plan (PIP) – Bonus For Steady Income
The performance incentive plan is designed to help a new advisor create more revenue and generate a
steady stream of cash flow in a performance based compensation environment
−−

100% bonus on first $4,000 of revenue generated from deposits of assets and premiums.

−−

75% bonus on revenue generated from months 2-6

−−

50% bonus on revenue generated from months 7-24

Note: PIP Bonuses are only paid on McAdam approved fixed business products and companies
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What Could an Advisor Earn in Year One?
Advisor Compensation Hypothetical #1
•
•
•

$2,300,000 in Investable Assets
$30,000 in Premium
15 Plans Sold
Product Type

Deposit Amount, Premium, Fee

Compensation

Planning Fee

$9,000

$3,150

Index Annuities

$1,000,000

$24,500

Premium

$30,000

$10,500

Fee Based Accounts

$1,000,000

$4,900

REITS and VA’s

$300,000

$7,350

Base Compensation

$50,400

P.I.P. Enhancement

$26,208

Total First Year Income

$76,608

Notes:
•

PIP Bonus is calculated at a blended rate of 75%

•

PIP Bonuses are only paid on McAdam approved fixed business products and companies

•

Managed accounts compensation based on 1.4% fee in this example. Fees vary.
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How Does an Advisor's Recurring Revenue Build Over Time?
Advisor Compensation Hypothetical #2

Recurring Revenue Hypothetical

Assumptions

Number of Clients

15

Average Fee

$600

Percent Renewal

50%

New Money in AUM

$1,000,000

Percentage charged to client

1.40%

Percent Increase in new AUM

20%

Growth of Investment

5%

Premium per year

$30,000

Rate of renewal Premium

2.50%

Recurring Revenue
Year

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

$0

$1,575

$3,308

$7,448

$10,442

$13,736

$17,360

$21,346

$25,731

$30,554

Advisory
Business

$0

$5,145

$11,576

$27,948

$42,047

$59,390

$80,649

$106,628

$138,296

$176,814

Insurance
Renewals

$0

$750

$1,650

$2,730

$4,026

$5,581

$7,447

$9,687

$12,374

$15,599

Total Recurring
Revenue

$0

$7,470

$16,534

$38,126

$56,515

$78,708

$105,456

$137,661

$176,401

$222,967

Renewal Plans
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How Does the Advisor Equity-in-Practice Valuation Work?
Advisor Compensation Hypothetical #3
Modeling out production for the example above points to a business in year-10 that does over $200k in recurring
revenue annually, over $400k in upfront production and is valued at just under $1,000,000 in equity.
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

$7,247

$7,972

$8,769

$9,646

$10,611

Upfront Comp
Planning Fees

$3,150

$3,465

$3,812

$5,990

Advisory Business

$4,900

VA/REITs

$7,350

$5,880

$7,056

$12,096

$14,515

$17,418

$20,902

$25,082

$30,099

$36,118

$8,820

$10,584

$18,144

$21,773

$26,127

$31,353

$37,623

$45,148

$54,178

$25,200

$30,240

$50,400

$86,400

$103,680

$124,416

$149,299

$179,159

$214,991

$257,989

$9,744

$11,693

$15,120

$25,920

$31,104

$37,325

$44,790

$53,748

$64,497

$77,397

PIP

$26,208

$3,792

Total Upfront Comp

$76,552

$63,890

$86,972

$148,550

$177,660

$212,534

$254,316

$304,382

$364,381

$436,293

Renewal Plans

$0

$1,575

$3,308

$7,448

$10,442

$13,736

$17,360

$21,346

$25,731

$30,554

Advisory Business

$0

$5,145

$11,576

$27,948

$42,047

$59,390

$80,649

$106,628

$138,296

$176,814

Insurance Renewals

$0

$750

$1,650

$2,730

$4,026

$5,581

$7,447

$9,687

$12,374

$15,599

Total Recurring Rev

$0

$7,470

$16,534

$38,126

$56,515

$78,708

$105,456

$137,661

$176,401

$222,967

$82,565

$128,307

$243,865

$318,948

$409,304

$517,956

$648,535

$805,384

$993,711

Indexed Annuities
Life Insurance

$6,588

Recurring Revenue

Value of Practice

Note: This example uses the same production inputs as the example above.
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Firm Recognition Programs
We recognize top-performing advisors with exclusive membership in special annual
program, the Metallic Team. The firm also recognizes graduates of it three-year leadership
program each year.
Metallic Team
Advisors qualifying for the Metallic Team meet high standards based on total production. When you qualify for
any level of the team you will be publically recognized within the firm with a plaque and may also qualify to attend
one of our off-site conferences. Production requirements increase from Silver recognition, Gold Recognition to
Platinum recognition. These progressive production targets serve as good benchmarks for advisors to measure
themselves against as their practice grows.
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Transitioning Successfully
Our recruiting team, our leadership team and our
infrastructure team are all dedicated to helping make
your transition as smooth as possible. Our people will
help ensure that you begin your new career on the
right foot.
Support to Start Your Career
• McAdam Human Capital
• Preparing for Your Transition
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McAdam Human Capital
We have an experienced team of people who will work alongside you to help you hit the
ground running in your new career. McAdam has resources on-site in each office as well as
firm-wide resources available.
Senior Vice President

New Business support

Senior level executive with decades of experience who
interacts directly with advisors and leaders, teaches
classes and provides development opportunities.

Facilitates the new account opening and transfer
process by providing paperwork assistance, business
tracking, coaching and training.

Field Vice President

Compliance Manager

Your primary contact; works with your District Manager
to ensure you’re up and running as quick as possible.

Provides support around all compliance needs
keeping you informed and compliant.

District Manager

Investment Director

Facilitates your integration process, providing instruction
and support for client-facing activities that drive
production, client acquisition and financial planning.

Investment portfolio analysis drives the McAdam
model portfolio and the McAdam SDS program.
Available for complex case design and prospective
client calls.

Advisor Coach
Works with your District Manager and Field Vice President to
support the integration process, introduce you to additional
corporate resources and measure your progress.

RIA Manager

Operations Associate

Momentum Advanced Planning

Supports you in licensing, registration, appointment
with carriers, tech system set-up and product
training support.

Ultra-High-Net-Worth (UHNW) case support for
advanced tax planning, actuarial design, and
insurance architecture

Supports RIA production through technical and
operational support
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Preparing for Your Transition
Our proven team of transition professionals has the experience and processes you need to successfully begin
your career. Our support personnel are dedicated to helping qualified candidates make a smooth transition
as financial advisor at McAdam.
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There’s no better way
to learn why advisors
chose McAdam than to
let them tell you in
their own words.
Watch their stories online at
https://www.youtube.com/c/mcadamfa

